I.
THE SAGE SYSTEM
An improved air defense system exploiting the high speed and versatility of large, general-purpose, digital computers has been developed and placed into operation in the United States during the past nine years. The system is called SAGE, for Semi-Automatic Ground Environment. The underlying concept of SAGE is centralized data processing: the system receives surveillance data from a network of radars and controls air defense weapons over areas substantially greater than the coverage of a single long-range search radar, the traditional unit of air defense systems.
The design of the SAGE system was initiated by the Lincoln Labora- 
THE SAGE DIRECTION CENTER
The basic unit of the SAGE system is the direction center with its 1 AN/FSQ-7 computer. Each direction center, housed in a large concrete structure ( Fig. 1) , is responsible for the air surveillance and defense of an area roughly square in shape and several hundred miles on a side. Typical inputs and outputs of a direction center are shown in Fig. 2 . Between 20 and 30 of these centers will be installed throughout the United States. Fig. 1 . SAGE direction center. The buildings contain power generation computing equipment, operational areas for directing sector operation, and office and maintenance facilities. Data is transmitted to this center both automatically and by voice phone. The center communicates with adjacent SAGE centers and transmits guidance data to weapons under its control. 
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Fig. 2. SAGE inputs and outputs.
A direction center receives digitally coded data automatically and continuously from search radars and height finders over voice-bond width communications circuits. Data on flight plans, weapons status, weather, and aircraft tracks is received, respectively, from the Air Movements Identification Service (AMIS), weapons bases, USAF Weather Service, the airborne early warning and picket ships over teletype and voice telephone circuits. Similarly, data from the direction center is transmitted in digitally coded form over voice-band width communications circuits to ground-air data link systems, to weapons bases, to adjacent direction centers and to command levels; data to other users is transmitted over automatic teletype circuits.
The AN/FSQ-7 is a large and relatively fast computer designed by other storage drums hold information prepared for display purposes.
The automatic data processing of the computer is monitored, assisted, and when necessary modified by about 100 Air Force operators. These men communicate to the machine primarily by push-button switches on their operating consoles; in turn, the computer presents pictorial displays, showing aircraft plan positions, and tabular or digital information displays which provide other useful data. (See Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.) .. Incoming flight plan messages were broken down by the computer into the series of fixes defining the route of flight. Using the departure time and filed ground speed, estimated times of arrival were then calculated and stored for each fix. When available, incoming progress reports, including actual or predicted times over fixes, were used to correct these estimated times.
Range and azimuth information from two long-range search radars was continuously made available to the computer. Both search and beacon data was included. This data was converted to a common coordinate system, stored, and displayed.
Display and Correlation
Periodically It should be noted that CHARM did not include an automatic radar tracking feature, such as in SAGE. Rather the flight plan extrapolation process and the radar data processing and display were independent processes. The only interaction of these processes was that forced by the track monitors.
Conflict Detection
As an additional feature, the computer program automatically checked for possible " conflicts" of flight plans over fixes, defined to exist when:
a. the estimated times over a fix differed by less than ten minutes, and b. the altitudes of the two aircraft differed by less than 2000 feet, or c. either aircraft had not filed a specific altitude, but was "on-top."
When such a conflict was created --as the result of filing a flight plan, progress report, or flight plan revision --the computer printed out the pertinent information as part of the teletype reply to the filed message.
Remote Monitor Display
The flight plan data, as modified by track monitor actions, was transmitted over a 1300 cps data dircuit to the remote display console. This information permitted a" clean" (that is, with no radar data) plan position display of the corrected present and expected flight plan positions (Fig. 8) . The remote display console, a prototype model, had a direct view storage tube with a Charactron matrix, a bright image and a controlled persistence of several minutes. The resulting display was intended to supplement the controllers' flight progress strips in the control of the traffic at the ARTCC. The experimental area over the New England states was roughly 400 miles square. The computer program was built to handle only 24 flight plans, enough for purposes of the experiment. System capacity was set at a limit of 15 fixes per flight plan, and the computer was programmed with sufficient data to recognize 225 geographical fixes and 96 different airways.
TELETYPE INPUT-OUTPUT
The teletype input and output facility had several features worthy of detailed mention. Emphasis was placed on simplifying the task of the teletype operator: the format was flexible and roughly in accordance with present FAA "procedures; the operator was not required to convert to a special coordinate system or to "pad out' or add non-essential items in the message; the message was typed as a series of alpha-numerical groups, each group separated from the next by at least one space; an identifying character signified the start of a message and its types and a final character (#) signified message termina-"tion. The message sequence following the initial character was aircraft designation, type, speed, route (including altitudes), and time (Fig. 9) . Route could be specified by fixes, airways, latitude-longitude, points related to fixes, or any combination of these (Fig. 10 ).
Errors could be corrected by the teletypist at any time before completion of his message. As shown in Fig. 11 , the combination (space) X (space) I erased the immediately preceding group from the computer storage, and this facility could be used repetitively to erase several groups. The sequence XXX erased the entire message. In example (a) the operator typed DC5 in place of DC7 but immediately detected this mistake and corrected it by providing an X followed by DC7. A later error, POK for Poughkeepsie, was not immediately detected by the operator and was corrected by two X's after SYR, following which POU was correctly typed and the message completed. In (b) the entire message was cancelled bythe XXX combination. In example (c) the operator completed his message without detecting the omission of the aircraft speed. The computer detected the error and alerted the operator by two bells (printed and sounded) followed by a repeat of the last correct item. The operator now finishes the message correctly from that point.
"The computer itself examined all incoming messages for completeness and errors. If an error were detected, the computer's printed reply message to the operator indicated the last correct group, and the operator was to proceed again from that point. It became evident that SAGE -like automatic tracking is required to ease the load on the monitors and increase their capacity. Without such tracking, a monitor could only handle three to five flight plans at a time. Further, the closest possible coordination between controller and track monitor is desirable; ideally they would not be separated, as in CHARM, but would be located beside each other in the same building using the same computer. In general, SAGE radar coverage was satisfactory and high blip-scans were observed; radar coverage was not a cause of lack of correlation.
Teletype Facility
The provisions for entry of teletype messages in a flexible format with operator correction, computer error detection, and automatic message acknowledgement, were eminently satisfactory. Only minor shortcomings in the design, primarily in error detection and correction, were uncovered. In general, messages were introduced rapidly and accurately after a minimum of operator training. Computer programming costs of this input were relatively inexpensive and as a result such a message input scheme is now planned for SAGE.
Display
The remote display console, the first of its kind, proved to be better in principle than in execution. It required careful adjustment, and the control of intensity and persistence proved to be ertremely complicated. As a result, the console itself was never moved to the Boston ARTCC but was kept at the computer site. According to design, however, its only connection to the computer was by means of a telephone line. Based on this experience, an improved model is being designed which will incorporate a magnetic core storage in place of the storage surface.
In general, the major problems in CHARM were related to the execution of our tests in a manner which did not interfere with the normal operation of the Boston Center. Since the controllers in the ARTCC could not be used to transmit the flight plan data to the computer, extra personnel monitored the flight progress boards to gather this data. This additional step introduced delays and resulted in incomplete data collection. In some later CHARM tests, flight plan data was collected at the Barta Building, directly by monitoring the radio channels. Although the planning for this integrated system is not yet complete, and many administrative, technical, and financial problems are still unresolved, the 5 general characteristics of the system can be outlined.
i.
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Coincident Control Areas
The control aspects of the integrated system will be limited to en route traffic, particularly at the altitudes above 24, 000 feet. In the less dense areas traffic control will go to lower altitudes, possibly all the way to the ground. The boundaries of the nine en route traffic control areas will coincide with the corresponding air defense boundaries (Fig. 13) , thereby permitting the efficient integrated use of air defense and air traffic control radars, communications, and computer programs, as well as reducing coordination problems between the two systems.
Postiv Seaato
Tha r t ic roft unction planned at the SCC. will s the mane
nance of positive separation of all air traffic under control, at the same time making the most of the available airspace. Positive separation, under IFR and VFR conditions, will be provided for direct, area, and airways flights. The control will not depend on the presence of an airways route structure, but will use such a structure when it defines a route of flight.
S-20-! Inputs
The basis for maintenance of positive separation will be input data in the form of flight plans, progress reports, search radar and radar beacon data, or other data sources as they become available. In general, radar and beacon data will be used, as in CHARM, to provide confirmation and" fine-grain!' correction to the flight plan data.
Flight plans and pilot-reported progress reports will be entered directly into the computer by controllers --directly on-line from remote points, locally by flight data entry personnel. This input will use teletype or similar equipment, with procedures and format similar to those used in CHARM.
Search radar and radar beacon data will enter the computer for both air defense and air traffic control purposes from the AN/FST-2 equipment at the radar sites and the associated communications and computer input equipment.
Communications
Control information will be transmitted to aircraft primarily by means of direct controller-to-pilot, ground/air radio. As devices for more automatic relay of information become available and provc desirable, these may be incorporated. Coordination information required at adjacent facilities of the air traffic control system will be communicated automatically, where possible, via teletype and ground/ground data circuits. In some cases, voice communication will be required for coordination purposes.
Computer Programs
Certain programs within the SCC computer will be used jointly by air traffic control and air defense, whereas others will be unique to each function.
The air surveillance (e. g., radar input, tracking, track display) programs, which are large users of computer times, will be common to both functions.
Manual input programs involving flight plan processing, winds aloft and terminal weather will also serve the purpose of both air defense and air traffic con-trol. Of necessity, programs such as those involved in missile guidance and air traffic conflict detection will be unique to the air defense or air traffic con- Flight data entry will include the processing of flight plans, progress reports, and weather data into system tables required for the control process.
Input messages will be decoded and subjected to error detection processes. Notification of acceptance or rejection of input data will be transmitted to the source automatically through computer output. Control for separation will sense to predict conflict situations, making use of the previously-determined aircraft position and velocity. In addition, aircraft position, velocity and intention will be displayed to the responsible control personnel.
Flow control processing will utilize information available on terminal acceptance rates to direct traffic so that the rates are not exceeded. Traffic within the en route center will be analyzed by destination and compared with terminal acceptance rates. The results of the computation will be made available to flow control personnel for use in adjusting traffic flow.
CONTROL TEAMS
FAA control personnel will be seated at SAGE-type consoles with plan position and tabular displays. The pictorial displays, similar to those on the CHARM remote monitor, will be selectable, permitting, for example, the presentation of aircraft only in a certain area or at a 6pecified altitude. Information that is today presented to a controller on flight progress strips will be available m several different formats on the tabular display. The controller will enter information into the computer via a keyboard, again based on techniques derived in CHARM.
The control of traffic over a given en route area will be the responsibility of a control team composed of two or more controllers and assistants.
One operator in the control team will monitor the processing and matching of radar, beacon, and flight plan data; although the computer will perform automatic tracking, it may be desirable to have this operator make the initial match This area is comparable to those planned for operational super combat centers.
Since the AN/FSQ-7 (XD-1) has less capability than the improved AN/FSQ-7A, SATIN will be limited in two respects: capacity and number of functions. A capacity of 100 aircraft is planned, with four control teams and additional supervisory positions. All air traffic control and common functions planned for the super combat center will be included; air defense functions independent of air traffic control considerations will be omitted.
Certain modifications to XD-1 will be required, primarily for teletype input and output. Initially, SAGE consoles, supplemented by teletype keyboards for data entry, will be used. However, as the design of new consoles "for control personnel is completed, experimental consoles will be added. A Stromberg-Carlson display console incorporating a Xerographic display process will be the first to be tested.
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The design of SATIN started early this year. Computer programming and equipment modification and installation are in progress, and limited operation of flight plan input and beacon tracking programs may be expected early next year. Full system testing should be underway in the fall of 1960. In general, the progress seems quite satisfactory, and no major technical problems relating to system design are evident. However, considerable attention is now being given to the unsolved problem of how to test the system adequately without compromising the existing manual air traffic control system. and data links --will only become effective when they have been coupled to high-speed data processing devices.
The fact that the first steps have been taken must not draw attention from the magnitude and complexity of the task ahead. Hand-in-hand with these data processing techniques, improved communications must be provided, not only between pilots and controllers, but between controllers and computers. If not, a future system may only provide the controller with an "electronic straitjacket." High speed data processing techniques and equipments should be applied concurrently to all parts of the air traffic control system; otherwise, the full benefits of the mechanization of the high altitude en route problem will not be realized, particularly in the coordination and "handover' of control. Nontechnical problems must also be faced, not the least of which is the acceptance of a semi-automatic control system by the pilots and controllers "brought up" on the present manual system.
-.
-27-Compared to the cost of a separate traffic control system of similar capability, the integrated system at the super combat centers will represent substantial savings, possibly up to one billion dollars and several years of time. Benefits of integration to the air defense system will be equally important, although not so directly describable In quantitative terms: the knowledge of the position of all air traffic will permit substantial improvements in the identification of non-friendly or hostile aircraft as well as in the safe conduct of friendly retaliatory forces in times of emergency. These benefits of integration will far outweigh the added efforts required to coordinate the needs of tLie two using agencies in making an integrated system a reality.
